6-year-old male DSH
Matthew may not be able to see, but it will be love
at first sight when you meet this affectionate cutie!
Friendly, confident, curious, and full of purrs, Matthew will be sure to steal your heart.

2-year-old male DSH
Friendly, curious, a bit affectionate, a bit independent... Willy is absolutely the purrfect cat! He is just
the right amount of playful and lazy. Never a dull
moment with this cutie!

4-year-old female Terrier mix
This royal young lady is looking for a lap to call
her own! She is looking for a patient home that will
socialize her and boost her confidence.

9-year-old male DMH
Frogger was rescued by CHP after causing a 7-car
pile up on the 215 freeway. This is one lucky black
cat to escape with only scrapes and bruises! This
magnificent panther is 9-years young and ready to
be your lucky charm. He is friendly, vocal, and in
foster with kids and other cats.

1-year-old female Cattle Dog
Weighing in at 29 lbs, Stella is a petite cuddlebug
who loves attention! Due to a puppyhood injury,
Stella may walk with a limp, but she is high-energy
and all “heeler”... watch those ankles! She is looking for a herder-savvy family with laps that need an
over-sized puppy.

4-month-old male lop
Two words: THOSE EARS! If you are looking for a
friendly, confident bunny this is your guy. He is in
foster with kids and dogs.

Foster Army Animal Rescue (FAAR) and Foster Army Animal Rescue Thrift Store have experienced new beginnings since our last newsletter.
First, let me introduce myself. I’m Richard Kirby. I’ve been a member of FAAR’s board of
directors since March 2107. Recently, I moved into the role of executive director for FAAR,
a volunteer position, and have assumed the president’s seat on the board.
I’ve lived in Riverside since the early 50’s, graduated from the University of Redlands with a
degree in business management, and retired from Kaiser Permanente as a project manager. My wife, Bonnie, and I live in the Magnolia Center neighborhood and have two rescue
greyhounds. I’m happy to serve FAAR in working to achieve our projected goals.
We have relocated our store and offices, held a “soft” opening of the store, hosted the
long-anticipated Chamber of Commerce ribbon-cutting ceremony, and opened within the
store “Fort Furry” adoption center and created scheduled adoption events. Now potential
adopters, retail shoppers, volunteers, and donors can see the whole FAAR picture in one
location. Our mission, passion and love for animals are clear.
Fort Furry has adoption events every Saturday and every other Sunday. Our thrift store is
open Tues. – Sun., 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
There have been other staff and board changes, as well. It’s my pleasure to announce two
new salaried staff positions. Leslie Holzrichter, who has served tirelessly as FAAR’s volunteer executive director, is now our retail store manager and has been appointed to the board. Co-founder Twelve Camacho, who
has been a jack-of-all-trades since he and Kimberlee Powell had the vision to found FAAR in 2015, is now officially operations
manager. He has stepped down as board president but remains on the board. Further, I welcome as a director volunteer Ruth
Fishlinger who has a wealth of business knowledge.
With this collective experience, knowledge, commitment and passion, we have a cohesive team to pursue our rescue mission,
increase adoptions, enhance retail sales, and INCREASE OUR ARMY OF VOLUNTEERS.
Volunteers are the heart of our organization and are valued in every way. What’s your passion? There’s an opportunity for
everyone including foster, retail store, foster, in-store greetings ambassador, foster, offsite events, foster. Yes, fostering is a priority. Our efforts to rescue animals at risk of euthanasia from county/city shelters are limited when there is a shortage of foster
homes.
On behalf of Leslie, Twelve, Kimberlee and myself, please accept our invitation to become a volunteer for FAAR.
Foster Army Animal Rescue NEEDS YOU!
Sincerely,
Richard Kirby
Executive Director

10-month-old female Dutch
If you’re looking for a lesson
on love, Professor Sprouts is
here to teach you!

3-month-old female DSH
SALUTATIONS! Charlotte is
a sweet, cuddly kitty, ready to
be your best friend.

Patti said, “Teddie chose the last dogs, this time it was my
turn.” This time they would be selecting their pet from a rescue. Patti grew up on dairy property where it was common
for people to dump animals. Therefore, rescuing animals
was “going back to her roots.”

A dog’s journey home
“Find a penny pick it up; all day long you’ll have good luck”
is an old superstition cited by psychiclibrary.com going back
to a time where it was believed that precious metals protected the owner from spirits. As the subject of this edition’s
Bragging Bites, Penny, an estimated 5- to 7-year-old female
Poodle mix, was the recipient of the best of luck when she
was pulled from the Riverside County Department of Animal
Services shelter in Riverside and brought under the care of
Foster Army Animal Rescue (FAAR).

FAAR volunteers and foster parents, Greg and Andrea Vidler,
took Penny as a neglected owner surrender from an animal
hoarding situation. They cared for her for two months after
bladder stone surgery and treated both an eye and ear infection. Their dedication and care brought her to a true “rags to
riches” status as the photos show.

Similar to any Cinderella story, once Patti, Teddie and Penny
locked eyes at the adoption event, it was love at first sight.
This adorable healthy and beautiful Poodle mix is loving,
expressive, friendly and wants the attention she deserves.
They spent some time with her and then walked away. Teddie knew what Patti was going to do before she did. Yes, it
was Patti’s turn to choose and she chose Penny.
Both Teddie and Patti have busy, demanding jobs, but they
also have the time and the love to share with others in life. In
fact, they renamed Penny the beautiful name of Zoey. Appropriately, Zoey is the Greek meaning of Life.
Once Zoey was in her new home, it was only a matter of
hours before she staked out the couch as her favorite spot
in her castle. That spot is where she receives scratches and
loves and her favorite blanket and treats. Teddie’s morning
ritual is to spend time with her there before taking her on a
morning walk before leaving for work.
While Zoey’s family is out working, she enjoys the freedom
of a dog run that leads to the enclosed and safe back yard.
On weekends the entire family enjoys exercise and hiking in
Claremont and on nature trails.
“Zoey loves it! She sniffs everything and has a nose explosion,” said Patti.
This wonderful experience is a perfect example for those who
think they “do not have time” for an animal in their life. Teddie
and Patti have very demanding jobs involving public service,
but they still make the time for the humanity needed to make
a difference for Zoey.
Zoey was neglected and sick. Zoey was first saved by FAAR.
Zoey was then saved by Pattie and Teddie. Zoey, the meaning of life, is now saving, and has won the hearts of, her new
family.

Once Penny was ready for adoption, this sweet loving creature was not available for long. At the Pause For Paws pet
adoption event hosted by America’s Christian Credit Union in
Glendora last February, she met her new family and “happily
ever after” in Teddie and Patti Azevedo. After losing both
of their Soft-Coated Wheaton Terriers, their home had been
missing something for the past year.

much need in animal welfare. After college, when she volunteered at animal shelters in Austin, she was shocked to see the
number of pets that were being euthanized.
It was this eye-opening experience that led to her decision to
find ways to decrease the number of animals entering shelters.
In 1999 Dr. Jefferson founded Emancipet, a nonprofit, lowcost spay/neuter and veterinary care clinic in Austin, to
reduce the number of animals going into the shelters. However, she eventually realized that what she was doing still wasn’t
enough. The killings were continuing.
In 2007 more than 14,000 puppies, kittens, cats and dogs were
being killed in the city shelter, she says. She points out that
she uses the word ‘kill’ over ‘euthanize’ to emphasize what’s
really happening: the taking of a life unnecessarily. (Dr. Jefferson is no longer affiliated with Emancipet, which now has
several locations, mainly in Texas.)
We’ve heard Lord Chesterfield’s quote, “Whatever is worth doing at all, is worth doing well.” This certainly seems to be the
motto of Dr. Ellen Jefferson, executive director of Austin Pets
Alive!, an animal welfare and rescue organization in Austin,
TX, and her band of volunteers, advocates and supporters.
Further, if Austin Pets Alive!’s story is any indication, the path
to doing well can require “blood, sweat and tears.”
You see, making a large, mushrooming city like Austin no-kill
doesn’t happen overnight. In fact, it took 14 years to reach
this goal. Since 2011, Austin has held the distinction of the
largest city in the United States to be no-kill with an annual
save rate of more than 90%, which is considered the benchmark for “no-kill.”
Austin Pets Alive! (APA!) was started in 1997 by an attorney
who envisioned making Austin a no-kill city by 2001. However, by 2008 when Dr. Jefferson, a veterinarian, came on
board as the executive director, a volunteer position at the
time, the organization was foundering. There just wasn’t the
support from the city and residents that was needed to knock
down the walls (forget roadblocks).
Dr. Jefferson says vet school didn’t prepare her for what she
would see happening in animal shelters, nor that there was so

APA!’s New Beginning

In 1997 when APA! was conceived, Austin’s city shelter killed
85% of the animals they impounded, more than 20,000 innocent beings. By 2008 when Dr. Jefferson joined APA!, the kill
rate was down to 55%, a rate that was stagnated for several
years. However, the city was growing which meant the actual
numbers of deaths were growing, as well.
She started her work at APA! with 12 volunteers, no facility
and very little funding. She explains that they were saving
lives by going to the city shelter every night and pulling as
many of the animals listed to be killed the next morning as
they could find foster homes to take them. That first year they
saved 457 animals.
Austin’s save rate in 2008 ended up being 55% (a 45% kill
rate). By comparison, in 2017 the save rate was 99.72%! Since
2008, APA! has saved 50,000 animals.
In 2010, APA! rented a retail space for a kennel facility, which
they occupied for three years. In 2012 when the city moved
its shelter to a new location, APA! lobbied for the vacated
shelter. Eventually, they were able to move their operation
into the larger campus-like property.
“It’s been a series of big obstacles trying to get the city shelter

to appreciate APA!, “ Dr. Jefferson points out. “We struggled
to get the city shelter to work with us and get onboard with
the no-kill concept. The city council came onboard first.”
“The current shelter director is fantastic to work with and is
onboard with no-kill,” she notes.
Dr. Jefferson goes on to list some of the many major obstacles
APA! faced: with the state veterinary board, fighting state
legislation, not receiving much support from grants…getting
mostly small donations, instead.
She says frankly of APA!’s early days, “We didn’t know what
to do or how to take the city from kill to no-kill. We had to
learn as we went. I’m proud of our team, the community and
the city. We’ve come together, but it was difficult to get here.”
“We still have more to do,” she quickly adds.

APA! as Role Model

Under Dr. Jefferson’s leadership, APA! has become a noted
force in the no-kill movement. Twelve Camacho, co-founder
of Foster Army Animal Rescue (FAAR), says that ever since
his co-founding partner, Kimberlee Powell, first attended
APA!’s annual educational conference, American Pets Alive!,
they were inspired to start FAAR.
“We feel they’re the leaders in the no-kill movement. We like
APA!’s approach to saving animals’ lives,” he says. “The biggest influence for us has been that APA! looks for the animals
with diseases and imperfections that cause them to not be
adopted, and to be killed.”
Leslie Holzrichter, FAAR’s thrift store manager, adds that she
likes APA!’s philosophy to treat the treatable and do the best
they can to keep every animal alive.
When she attended American Pets Alive! in 2017, she was
able to tour APA!’s shelter campus. She notes that APA! not
only has a vet clinic, but has programs and units dedicated to
caring for the various needs and diseases animals would have,
including a parvo ICU to which the public can bring their
dogs with parvo for treatment.
Holzrichter and Camacho both see APA! and Dr. Jefferson
as role models for FAAR, a small, young organization that is
currently where APA! was not so many years ago.

FAAR’s Leslie Holzrichter and Twelve Camacho with APA!’s Executive Director
Dr. Ellen Jefferson at APA!’s American Pets Alive! educational conference.

Dr. Jefferson’s advice to no-kill advocates building animal welfare or rescue organizations? Put equal emphasis on fundraising and programming…they go hand-in-hand, can’t have one
without the other. Further, an organization won’t be taken
seriously unless it has money, can prove that it’s sustainable,
and has solid goals.
“Politics are important, too,” she states. “Governments care
about what citizens care about and vice versa. If animals
aren’t a high priority of the citizens, they won’t be a high priority of the governments.”
Many people who care about the welfare of animals continually talk about how horrible the problems are and criticize cities
and their animal shelters. But as Dr. Jefferson points out,
“It’s not enough to talk about what the problems are. Organizations need to inform the public about the problems, but
also must have a plan for what needs to be done to solve the
problems. Then take the lead to get it done.”
She concludes, “Don’t give up. Millions of times I thought
about it, but keep trying. You’re on the right side of this,
animals need your voices and support. Keep going. It does
get better.”
For seven years, thanks to Austin Pets Alive!, with the support
of Maddie’s Fund, Austin has claimed the title of “largest nokill city in the United States.” However, Los Angeles, the second-largest city in the country, with the help of Best Friends
Animal Society, has been on a path to no-kill for five plus
years and has reported that its save rate for 2017 was 90.4%,
just above the benchmark for no-kill status.
If Austin with a population of 947,890 (2016) can do it, and
Los Angeles with a population of 3,976,000 (2016) can do it,
why can’t Riverside with a population of 324,722 (2016) do
it? This is the burning question asked by the leaders of Foster
Army Animal Rescue. Now is the time to get it done!
You can learn more about Austin Pets Alive! at

www.austinpetsalive.org

and about their annual American Pets Alive! educational
conference in Austin at

www.americanpetsalive.org

Foster Army Animal Rescue has settled into our new home at the historic former Marcy Branch Library building! It has been
over 3 months since we opened our doors at 3711 Central Avenue. During this time, business has been booming. If you haven’t
been to our store recently, please come in! You’ll be surprised by what you’ll find here compared with our previous location.
I am happy to now be working as the thrift store’s manager alongside so many talented and dedicated volunteers. Further, it’s
an honor to have been appointed a member of FAAR’s board of directors and take seriously my role to insure the health and
growth of Foster Army Animal Rescue.
I am proud that Dick Kirby gracefully stepped into my previous role of executive director, and is now president of FAAR, as well.
I am delighted to continue to work with FAAR’s co-founders Twelve Camacho and Kimberlee Powell. I feel very fortunate to
work with such wonderful people!
A lot of work goes into running a thrift store and we always need volunteers, both women and men! There are a variety of roles
suited for whatever your retail experience, interests and physical abilities are. It’s fun, rewarding, and you will meet the best
people in the world! Volunteer applications are easily found on our website: fosterarmy.org, and are available at the thrift store.
I encourage you to share the work of saving more pets’ lives by supporting our thrift store through donations and by shopping
with us. If you’re not sure if we can accept what you have to donate, please call us at 951-222-2104. Your dollars and donations
really do save lives!

“Giving is not just about making a donation. It is about making a difference.”
- Kathy Calvin, CEO and President of United Nations Foundation

Thank you for your generous
donation and support

Foster Army Animal Rescue’s Thrift Store Open House on
June 7th was a beautiful event, in part due to our wonderful
hard-working Army of Volunteers and Board Members.
We would like to mention and thank the Chamber of Commerce for their guidance, including Cindy Roth, Jennifer
Humphreys, Micah Tokuda, and Serena Chapman. Our
appreciation also goes to Mayor Rusty Bailey, Councilman
Mike Soubirous, Councilman Mike Gardner, Lyn Anderson,
Assemblyman Jose Medina, County Supervisor John Tavaglione, and Senator Richard Roth.
And a very special thank you to Eagle Scout Seth Blynn, for
all his work on restoring our flag pole! Armando’s Plumbing
Services for donating our sink and the Crosby family for their
invaluable experience and continued support.
Belle was turned in as a stray at the
Department of Animal Services. Her
skin covered in scabs and bald. Once
under the care of a loving FAAR foster, her puppy-like personality quickly
came through. A skin scrape at the
shelter had already revealed Demodex mites, but upon taking her to the
vet we found she has an autoimmune
disorder requiring her to take allergy
medicine for the duration of her life.
Nevertheless, this bouncy baby girl is
happy and in love with life! Once her
skin condition is under control, she will
be ready for spaying and then to find
an extra special home.

Remember what I just said about tempting the Fates with "How bad could it be?"
I found out tonight – and it was really bad – when my hostess pointed to the cooking meat and said "dog."
OH MY GOSH, that's right, how could I forget? They EAT DOGS in Korea! I saw two cats yesterday and mentally noted there were no dogs,
whereas my travel companion and I saw dogs by the dozens in Bhutan. When I told my host mother that I did not want to eat dog and noted
dismay on her face, I thought perhaps this was a cultural confrontation when I should "Buck up, little camper" and do my best not to barf.
Korean restaurants serve so many dishes – there were 30 at merely lunch today – that I looked around for something to eat at the same
time and disguise whatever is the taste of dog. My host mother had already served me some meat – "filet of Fluffy" was the tragedy I imagined – so I grabbed a slice of pickled vegetable to wrap around the tiniest piece of meat. Fortunately, all I tasted was veggie.
How could these otherwise very nice people so casually chew and swallow Man's Best Friend? Was I eating beagle, mutt or Akita? Barbarians. But had living through invasion by the Japanese, World War II and the Korean War brought such starvation on the country that they
learned to eat protein wherever they found it?
We sat on the heated floor at low tables with recessed grills in the tops. It was bad luck or being the guest of honor that positioned me front
and center for roasting Rottweiler. The Koreans casually poked at the meat, turning it over and over, and then I saw more raw meat arrive.
One woman offered mustard sauce, pointed to the thinly sliced meat of an odd color and said "Delicious." Not on your life. I pictured Mindy,
our Australian Shepherd, and declined.
Other women were piling the bones on their plates and pulling off meat with chopsticks or sucking it from the joints. The bones were so
small … puppies? They’re eating puppies! Simply barbarians, I thought as I hoped I wouldn't be ill. I had eaten enough to show I was not
rejecting their culture and then concentrated on veggies and soup.
I wondered about people who could eat a puppy that surely had looked with trusting brown eyes at its cook. I rationalized that I had eaten
zebra when I was in college in Kenya, but at least zebras are wild and usually killed by lions or crocodiles rather than tiny grandmothers with
butcher knives.
Fast forward to after-dinner grocery shopping with my host mother who wanted to know what I'd like to have for breakfast. ("Not poodle," I
bitterly thought about saying.) As we walked past the meat department, I asked my host's 21-year-old daughter to point out sliced dog in the
deli case so I could recognize it the next time it was served for dinner. Her eyes widened in utter horror.
"Not dohg!" she almost wailed. "Dohck! DOHCK!" The way I had heard duck pronounced with a Korean accent had made me think she
was saying dog, and I had jumped to conclusions based on cultural stereotype.
I had just had a lesson about reserving judgment of a new situation before I condemned it. I had, however, remembered another lesson
when traveling last year: Whatever is offered, accept. I had accepted trying something new, contrary to how awful I thought it was for an
American to eat dog, and my fears proved unfounded. (Thank goodness we had gone shopping or I'd still be thinking they were barbarians!)
I wonder what cultural confusion I will encounter tomorrow? At least I know that my Korean hosts don't eat puppies any more.

8-year-old female Min Pin
This girl is not just a beauty... she is
smart and has the sweetest personality!
She will follow you everywhere - she
doesn’t need eyes. If she could stay
in your lap 24/7 she would! She is in
foster with dogs and cats, and loves
everybody.
1-year-old female DSH
Missy is our longest resident kitty. She has
looks, brains, and personality, but for some
reason, she is always a bridesmaid, but never
the bride. Missy is a diva and a princess... but
maybe that’s normal for a kitty who is waiting
for her perfect match.

Thinking about moving overseas? You might be surprised at what creature
replaces our cats and dogs as a national favorite pet.
Japan: It’s probably not a surprise from the culture that brought us Godzilla,
a classic horror movie, but large horned beetles are a favorite pet; children
are said to look forward to their first horned beetle. Well, one person’s “Yay!”
may be another person’s “Ick.”
I was grateful that when staying in Japan on numerous visits, I saw nary a
horned-beetle version of Uncle Milton’s Ant Farm (which some people might
find equally bizarre).
Iceland: Statistically, there is one horse for every four persons! This Scandinavian country is still very much a horse-loving culture: Not only do well-worn
horse trails occur next to the one road that rings the island, horseshoes are
available in any gas station for riders to replace a thrown horseshoe.
These equines evolved into important and congenial family companions:
Horses with undesirable characteristics or habits became food and materials
for living.

MADE.
Open Tuesday - Friday 10AM - 5PM
Handcrafted + Custom Furnishings & Uncommon Goods

They are short (between 52 and 56 inches at the withers), muscular and
up to five “speeds”: walk, trot, canter/gallop and two characteristic gaits of
tölt and skeið, up to 35 MPH! I rode a speedy horse through Iceland’s lava
fields, thinking I would be ripped to ribbons if I fell, but the ride was incredibly
smooth. I later bought my own beloved Icelandic horse in California.
Sturdy little Icelandic horses have been more than pets as the intelligent and
level-headed companions to humans for more than 1100 years in Iceland. A
valued and important part of families, they travelled long distances without
tiring, swam icy rivers and safely carried their humans in harsh conditions of
cold and treacherous footing in uneven lava fields and mountains.
A word of advice: don’t EVER say “pony” for an Icelandic horse or you will be
given an icy stare ... They are HORSES.
Peru: It’s a sad tale for guinea pigs in Peru.
I must reveal the truth: I found cuy (guinea pig) on far too many menus in
Peru … even cuy pizza. Out of solidarity, however, to Ginny, my beloved
childhood guinea pig, AKA cavy, I refused to eat it; even thinking about cuy
now makes me gag.
Tibet: In three visits to Tibet, my guides always cautioned against even approaching a Tibetan Mastiff, bred as guard dogs to accompany their masters
on caravans, as well as protecting sheep from wolves, bears and leopards.
Animal Planet instead described Mastiffs as “huge balls of love.” One typically looks like a very furry, large Rottweiler with a hound-dog face, weighing 60
to 100 pounds. I was sad not to see one, as owners often accentuate the ruff
by making red yarn collars to resemble a lion’s mane.
If this dog appeals to you, start saving now! The New York Post in March
2014 reported that “a high-rolling Chinese businessman shelled out $1.9
million for a Tibetan mastiff in what could be the most expensive case of
puppy love ever.”
Regardless of your location, please consider finding your next pet at a shelter or animal rescue organization.

Pet Factoid
The most popular* pets in the world:
142 million freshwater fish
88.3 million cats
74.8 million dogs
16 million birds
24.3 million other small animals
13.8 million horses
13.4 million reptiles
9.6 million saltwater fish
* According to Live Science and other sources, 2013
This was my handsome horse, Mjollnir, meaning “Thor’s
hammer” from Norse mythology.
Did you know that your local shelter is full of all kinds of animals looking for a new home? Horses, ducks, chickens,
peacocks, doves, guinea pigs, rabbits, hampsters, snakes,
tortoises, lizards, rats, pigs, sheep, goats, and much more.

Anyone who knows me knows that one of my passions is fostering kittens.
Few things are as fulfilling as taking a tiny underaged, scared or shy, injured
or sick kitten and watching it bloom into an active, loving companion that will
surely become the center of someone’s universe! But anyone who knows
felines knows that although they are famous for their curious nature, they also
are creatures of habit and do not like change in their life.
When they become ready for adoption and venture out to various adoption
events, I want to make the transition to their forever home as smooth as possible, so I make up a “goody bag” for each foster. I include a small baggie of the
kibble they eat as well as a few cans of wet food. This way the new parents
know what their new little angel is used to eating and if they wish to change the
food it can be done gradually, upsetting the digestive tract as little as possible.
I also include some of their favorite toys and a little baggie of treats. Last but
not least, each foster gets a handmade blanket that they slept on while in my
care. It is saturated with their own smells and possibly smells of roommates
that will comfort them when they are in their new surroundings.
Another thing I do is make up a short biography of each kitten. This includes
information on its personality, likes and dislikes, eating habits, a brief history
and any medical issues. This goes with the kitten so its new peeps will have
some insight into their newly adopted buddy. The bio also hangs on the kennel at adoption events so people and volunteers have some idea of what each
kitten is like. It is important to make sure the adoptees are paired well with
the adopters!
The bags are a fun project that are easy to make up. The blankets I include
I learned to make through Foster Army Animal Rescue’s (FAAR) sewing club.
We make a lot of animal accessories such as jackets, costumes and toys. All
of our projects benefit rescue organizations.
The club meets one Saturday evening a month at FAAR’s Pet Rescue Thrift
Store. If you are interested in attending one of the sewing parties, contact
FAAR and you’ll be added to our FaceBook group to receive notifications
about upcoming events.
Also, please consider becoming a foster parent. There are lots of options –
both felines and canines: babies, bottle babies, adults, injured, ill, recovering
from surgery, etc. Even if you work, there is a foster need to suit your situation.

around to our volunteers, posted her on Facebook, and even created a Youtube video. No takers.
We provide our foster families with all food and medical care, yet no one was
able to step forward. We tried hunting down the Good Samaritan that had
found Zita and her babies at his work site to see if he could foster her, but to
protect his privacy, the shelter was not legally able to give out his name or
contact information.
I was at work when I received a chilling text: 10 newborn puppies were turned
in at the shelter. Their mom, an emaciated stray, could not produce milk to
feed the little ones. I quickly began to send out emergency messages to all of
our foster families, pleading for heroes to give up sleep for the next five weeks.
Many foster homes were already full, but they began texting their friends and
posting the desperate situation on social media.
Finally, we were able to scrape together four foster homes for the babies two of the families had never fostered before, and they would be starting out
with the difficult task of trying to get newborns to survive. A fifth foster family
offered to take the mama dog, but they had small children, and the mama was
deemed “fearful and protective;” not a good match.
When I got off work at 5, I raced to reach the shelter before closing time.
Meanwhile, I was able to dispatch yet another volunteer to run to Elliots’ for
Pets to purchase as much puppy formula, bottles, and supplements that he
could get his hands on. The store did not have enough in stock, so a desperate Facebook plea for puppy formula was posted.
When I picked up the puppies, I was met with relief and gratitude from the
shelter volunteers and staff. I rushed back to meet our foster families, and to
show the “newbies” how to bottle feed. My stomach tightened when I found
the puppies to be cold, lethargic, and painfully thin. After warming the puppies, most of them eagerly sucked at their bottles, but three could barely lift
their heads, and formula had to be slowly trickled into their feeble mouths. Our
brave foster families had a rough road ahead of them.

I visited Zita at the shelter. She seemed despondent but not aggressive or
mean. I spoke to her quietly, telling her about how happy her babies were.
Of course she didn’t understand, but she seemed to take solace in a friendly
voice.
Then, we heard the good news. Another rescue had taken her under their
angel wings! Our volunteers rejoiced; everyone had become heavily invested
in this little family.
The celebration did not last long. We began receiving harassing private messages from another rescue, accusing us of “stealing” Zita’s babies for profit. Our volunteers, who worked so hard to ensure the babies’ survival, were
shocked and hurt.
In this industry, you need a thick skin, and always rise above the drama, focusing on the good we are doing. Otherwise, the negativity will eat you alive.
Nevertheless, this was one more piece of the emotional roller coaster we were
on.
As the six remaining babies grow bigger and stronger, it is now time to plan for
their spays/neuters, vaccines, and forever homes. It will hurt to say goodbye,
but as their distinct personalities and happy puppiness blossom, it is worth it.

Foster volunteer Heather Crane says of her experience, “Fostering bottle-fed
babies is the hardest and most rewarding thing our family has done. We lost
one of our puppies and were heartbroken, but it just made us fight and work
harder for our baby girl who is growing and fighting every day!“

Nevertheless, our foster families eagerly took their new babies home, along
with bags of blankets and supplies. They knew the odds were stacked against
the puppies, but they would try anyways. It may end in tears, but at least the
puppies would know warmth, full bellies, and love if they didn’t make it.
Sadly, one of the babies was too far gone, and despite our efforts, slipped
away. Before we could finish mourning, two more were lost, then another flew
over the rainbow bridge. Our foster families continued diligently, tirelessly,
waking every 1-2 hours throughout the night to feed and cuddle the remaining
six. Finally, it seemed that the little survivors were out of the woods. Fat tummies and healthy poops were our foster families’ rewards.
But our work was not over. Since mama was considered a “stray,” the shelter
would spend the next few days hoping her owner would come forward. We
began attempting to recruit a new foster family to take mama in. We decided
on a name for her: Zita, meaning “hope” in Spanish. We passed her picture

We can all share a horror story of how we’ve heard about, witnessed, or
experienced animal neglect or abuse. We can all also share a story of why
someone we know (or maybe even you) had to “get rid” of a pet. If you are
involved with an animal rescue group, multiply these stories by 100. If you
work at a city or county animal shelter, multiply these stories by 1,000…daily.
Unless they are directly involved with an animal welfare organization, people
generally have no idea what happens to the “unwanted” animals in their city.
An animal that enters a shelter is often put into three categories: 1. Healthy/
Adoptable, 2. Treatable, or 3. Unhealthy/Untreatable.
A Healthy/Adoptable animal refers to one that presents no health or safety
risk, and can be made available for adoption. A Treatable animal is one that
can be rehabilitated and/or managed, meaning - after treatment or care - the
animal can be adopted out. Unfortunately, because pet overpopulation is
a major problem in our city, treatable animals tend to be euthanized simply
because there is no space for them at the shelter. (During the first nine
months of fiscal year 2017-2018, the Riverside County Dept. of Animal Services shelter in the city of Riverside euthanized 3,434 treatable animals.) An
Unhealthy/Untreatable animal is one that is suffering from an injury or illness
that is incurable, or is considered dangerous and cannot be adopted. These
are typically euthanized.
We can all say we’ve heard about, witnessed, or experienced a visit to an
animal shelter and felt the extreme guilt of walking away. I can’t tell you how
many times I’ve heard someone say, “I just want to take them all home!” The
general public typically is allowed only in the Adoptable sections of a shelter.
What many do not know is that there is a whole other side, filled with the
animals not labeled “Healthy.”
Most people also don’t know the emotional toll and compassionate effort that
goes into the caring, treating, and crying behind closed doors by the shelter
staff. Many don’t value animal welfare professionals, and often think that all
we do is play with kittens and puppies.

I’ve worked at a shelter, and now I am with Foster Army Animal Rescue, and,
yes, I do receive my fair share of puppy and kitten kisses and cuddles. But
I also know what it takes to foster a sick or injured animal back to health. I
know what it takes to rehabilitate an abused animal and restore its trust in
humans. And I’ve heard every excuse you can imagine as to why someone
has to “get rid” of their pet. I’ve heard, witnessed, and experienced every
horror story imaginable.
This is a very hard and emotional career. Everyone I know in this industry
didn’t really choose this profession. Rather, once we knew the details of
what was happening to innocent animals, we felt it was our calling, and as
hard as it is, it's also the most rewarding work we’ve ever done.
Compassion fatigue is a real thing that affects veterinary staffs, animal rescuers and shelter staffs. It’s often defined as “emotional exhaustion, caused
by the stress of caring for traumatized or suffering animals or people.” A
study done by the American Journal of Preventive Medicine reports that
animal rescue workers have a suicide rate of 5.3 in 1 million workers. This
is the highest suicide rate among American workers – a rate shared only by
firefighters and police officers.
Every day, the people in animal welfare battle to save animals’ lives. Remember these words the next time you want to blame the shelter for killing
animals, before you belittle someone who is passionate about saving animals’ lives, before you chuckle the next time someone tells an animal rescue
story. Think about what your inexperienced comment will do. We are saving
the animals abandoned by your friends and neighbors...maybe even you.
We are helping to be part of the solution, and saving your city money. We
deserve your respect, your support, and most of all…a hug.
If you want to be part of the solution, volunteer at your local animal shelter or
with an area rescue group. You can join our Army by becoming a foster or
volunteer today. For more information, please visit

him. No one can give me bear hugs like he did, nor make
me smile with his intellectual jokes and knowledge of superheroes. He was a gentle soul, who loved to read and quote
stand-up comedians with a twinkle in his eye. No one can
ever bring Ryan back, or replace what Ryan meant to those
who loved him.
What we can do to rise above this tragedy is to remember
Ryan. His advocacy didn’t define him, but who he was and
how he lived did. His smile, his goodness, his commitment,
and his love for people and animals. We can care for and
show compassion for others, and in doing so, we can continue to carry his torch to be advocates for the animals.

I wrote the article above in March 2018. On April 27, 2018,
my good friend Ryan, hero to the animals, took his own life.
Ryan was an intelligent man, honest, thoughtful, and one of
the most caring people I have ever known. His life was beautiful, and he left behind many people who loved him dearly. We will never know the pain or issues Ryan was struggling
with, but from the time I wrote this article up until now, I
can see firsthand what a toll the animal welfare industry can
take. It shows that all of us in animal welfare share the same
struggles and pain.
Nothing - NOTHING - can ever replace our beloved Ryan.
No one can fill the empty hole in my heart I reserve for

